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NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Subject: Petition 1252/2011 by Alfredo Galasso and Daniele Osnato (Italian), on
behalf of victim’s relatives, with 96 signatures, on legal conclusions on the 
Ustica air disaster (Itavia DC 9) of 27 June 1980

Petition 0088/2012 by Daria Bonfietti (Italian), on the difficulties experienced 
with international letters rogatory as regards the investigation into the
‘Ustica massacre’

1. Summary of petition 1252/2011

On 27 June 1980 at 8.00pm, the air disaster of the Itavia company’s DC 9 occurred, plunging 
into the waters of the Tyrrhenian between the islands of Ponza and Ustica, claiming 81 
victims.

New legal proceedings relating to this event are underway at the Public Prosecutor’s Office in 
Rome, which stem from, among other things, the declaration of top-ranking Italian politicians 
such as the now deceased former President of the Republic Mr Cossiga. They are based on the 
hypothesis of a near-collision or the mistaken launching of a resonant missile on the part of 
the French air force from Corsica, which should have hit a Libyan aircraft carrying 
Muhammar Gaddafi, which was travelling along the same route.  

Various international letter rogatory proceedings as part of criminal judicial cooperation were 
carried out by the Italian authorities towards the French authorities, which according to the 
petition, would refuse to collaborate fully, though representing a Member State of the 
European Union.

Summary of petition 0088/2012
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The petition in question concerns the difficulties encountered by the investigation into the 
Ustica massacre, in particular as regards the lack of response to the numerous international 
letters rogatory issued by the Italian judiciary.

2. Admissibility

Petition 1252/2011 declared admissible on 5 March 2012 and petition 0088/2012 declared 
admissible on 23 May 2012. Information requested from Commission under Rule 202(6).

3. Commission reply, received on 27 June 2012

The Commission is aware of the Ustica case and that more than 30 years after the disaster, the 
relatives of the victims of this tragedy are still awaiting justice.

The Commission has no competence to intervene in the day-to-day administration of the 
justice systems of individual Member States, which falls in principle within the competence 
of Member States' authorities.

The Commission regrets that Italy and two other Member States have not yet ratified  the 
Convention of 29 May 2000 on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters between the Member 
States of the European Union, which is in force and currently binding on 24 EU Member 
States.

The Commission has presented a comprehensive package of measures aimed at enhancing 
protection for victims of crime (http://ec.europa.eu/justice/criminal/victims/index_en.htm).

Conclusion

The European Union has no competence to intervene in judicial cooperation procedures 
between EU Member States not regulated by EU legislative instruments.


